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Abstract

Introduction: Hyperexcitability and epileptiform activity are commonplace in

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients and associated with impaired cognitive function.

The anti-seizure drug levetiracetam (LEV) is currently being evaluated in clinical trials

for ability to reduce epileptiform activity and improve cognitive function in AD. The

purpose of our studies was to establish a pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD)

relationship with LEV in an amyloidogenic mouse model of AD to enable predictive

preclinical to clinical translation, using the rigorous preclinical testing pipeline of the

Model Organism Development and Evaluation for Late-Onset Alzheimer’s Disease

Preclinical Testing Core.

Methods: Amulti-tier approach was applied that included quality assurance and qual-

ity control of the active pharmaceutical ingredient, PK/PDmodeling, positron emission

tomography/magnetic resonance imaging (PET/MRI), functional outcomes, and tran-

scriptomics. 5XFAD mice were treated chronically with LEV for 3 months at doses in

line with those allometrically scaled to the clinical dose range.

Results: Pharmacokinetics of LEV demonstrated sex differences in Cmax, AUC0-∞, and

CL/F, and a dose dependence in AUC0-∞. After chronic dosing at 10, 30, 56 mg/kg,

PET/MRI tracer 18F-AV45, and 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) showed specific

regional differences with treatment. LEV did not significantly improve cognitive

outcomes. Transcriptomics performed by nanoString demonstrated drug- and dose-

related changes in gene expression relevant to human brain regions and pathways

congruent with changes in 18F-FDG uptake.
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Discussion: This study represents the first report of PK/PD assessment of LEV in

5XFAD mice. Overall, these results highlighted non-linear kinetics based on dose and

sex. Plasma concentrations of the 10 mg/kg dose in 5XFAD overlapped with human

plasma concentrations used for studies of mild cognitive impairment, while the 30 and

56 mg/kg doses were reflective of doses used to treat seizure activity. Post-treatment

gene expression analysis demonstrated LEV dose-related changes in immune function

and neuronal-signaling pathways relevant to humanAD, and alignedwith regional 18F-

FDG uptake. Overall, this study highlights the importance of PK/PD relationships in

preclinical studies to inform clinical study design.
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Highlights

∙ Significant sex differences in pharmacokinetics of levetiracetam were observed in

5XFADmice.

∙ Plasma concentrations of 10 mg/kg levetiracetam dose in 5XFAD overlapped with

human plasma concentration used in the clinic.

∙ Drug- and dose-related differences in gene expression relevant to human brain

regions and pathways were also similar to brain region–specific changes in 18F-

fluorodeoxyglucose uptake.

1 INTRODUCTION

Levetiracetam (LEV) was approved by the Food and Drug Adminis-

tration in 2000 for the treatment of seizures and long-term epilepsy

in adults and children.1 Observational studies in Alzheimer’s disease

(AD) patients prescribed LEV for the treatment of co-morbid seizures

reported improved cognition as determined by Alzheimer’s Disease

Assessment Scale–Cognitive subscale andMini-Mental State Examina-

tion testing.2,3 A number of clinical trials studying LEV in AD patients

are ongoing, some of which are investigating the use of an extended

release form of LEV, known as AGB101.4 The working hypotheses of

these trials is that hippocampal hyper-excitability is a pathophysio-

logical mechanism underlying cognitive dysfunction in mild cognitive

impairment (MCI) that predisposes subjects to AD.5 This hippocam-

pal excitability has also been demonstrated in apolipoprotein E ε4/ε4
carriers,6 the greatest genetic risk factor for late-onset AD (LOAD),

which suggests that LEV may not only be useful for interventional

use with early-onset AD, but also as a prophylactic in treatment

of LOAD.6

While the mechanism of action of LEV in AD is not fully under-

stood, it is known to modulate synaptic neurotransmitter release

through binding to a synaptic vesicle glycoprotein 2A (SV2A).1,7 Neu-

romodulation through SV2A has been suggested to occur through

inhibition of presynaptic calcium channels, lowering impulse conduc-

tion and enhancing selectivity low-frequency neurotransmission.8 In

initial phases of drug repurposing of LEV for MCI, it was determined

that effectiveness was non–dose proportionate.2,9–11 For instance,

one study that tested patients with MCI and controls using func-

tional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) on a memory task found that

low (62.5 mg BID) and medium (125 mg BID) doses of LEV restored

abnormal hippocampal activity in the dentate gyrus/CA3 regions, and

participants showed improvement in performance; however, effective-

ness was lost at higher doses (250 mg BID), and hippocampal activity

appeared to lose synchronicity.9

Clinically, hyper-excitability has been linked to seizure activity in

AD subjects,3,12,13 and this has been replicated in current mouse mod-

els of AD such as 5XFAD and APP/PS1.14,15 Acute treatment with

LEV in amyloid mouse models has shown restoration of abnormal

spike activity,14 while chronic treatment via continuous infusion via

minipumps has been associated with the reversal of synaptic loss and

behavioral impairment in hAPPmice.16 These preclinical studies, how-

ever did not fully characterize the pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic

(PK/PD) relationship of LEV, which is critically important for predict-

ing the type of non–dose proportionate efficacy observed in the clinic.

Notably, LEV dosed once per day may not be sufficient to maintain

exposure levels andminimize Cmin/Cmax ratios.

The purpose of the present studies was to establish a PK/PD

relationship of LEV in a mouse model of AD that could be used to

better predict clinical efficacy. We evaluated LEV using the recently

established resources of the Model Organism Development and Eval-

uation for Late-Onset Alzheimer’s Disease (MODEL-AD) Preclinical

Testing Core (PTC). The PTC focused on determination of the PK
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profile of LEV in the widely used 5XFAD mouse model at an age

when significant AD pathology is observed, permitting the appropri-

ate dose levels, frequency, and duration for chronic dosing studies. PD

assessment followed chronic 3-month administration, and was com-

prised of 18F-AV45 and 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) positron

emission tomography (PET)/MRI to assess differences in amyloid

deposition and glucose uptake as translational surrogate biomarkers

for region-specific drug efficacy. Previous work has highlighted an

interrelationship between brain metabolism and amyloid deposition,

particularly in MCI patients.17,18 Furthermore, early stages of AD are

associated with neuronal hyperactivity, and this has been suggested to

either be triggered by accumulation of soluble amyloid beta oligomers,

or lead to their increased production.19–21 Cognitive and behavioral

profiling followed LEV treatment to determine the potential side effect

profile and therapeutic window of LEV; finally, transcriptional profil-

ing using nanoString was performed to determine the drug effects at

a molecular level.

2 METHODS

All studies followed the Animal Research: Reporting of In Vivo Exper-

iments (ARRIVE) guidelines1 and were approved by the Institutional

Animal Use and Care Committees (IACUC) at each respective site. For

a detailed description of the materials and procedures, please refer to

the supporting information.

2.1 Housing conditions and cohort generation at
Indiana University

Adult male and female 5XFAD mice, and non-transgenic wild-type

(WT) controls were bred at Indiana University (IU) by crossing male

5XFAD mice (JAX MMRRC stock #: 34848) to female C57BL6/J (JAX

MMRRC stock #: 000664). Animals were housed up to five per cage

with SaniChip bedding and remained group housed during dosing stud-

ies. The colony room was kept on a 12:12 light:dark schedule (lights

on at 6:00 am). Two separate cohorts were enrolled for the respective

endpoints of 18F-AV-45 and 18F-FDG-PET.

2.2 Housing conditions and cohort generation at
The Jackson Laboratory

Adult male and female 5XFAD mice and non-transgenic WT controls

were bred at The Jackson Laboratory (JAX) using the same methods

described for IU. Initially, animals were housed up to five per side

in duplex cages with pine bedding. The colony room was kept on a

12:12 light:dark schedule. For chronic dosing studies, an n = 10 to

15 subjects per sex per treatment were enrolled into the study, with

treatment and sex randomized across two cohorts that were stag-

gered 4 weeks apart (n = 5–8 per sex per treatment per cohort).

One week prior to study start, subjects were individually housed and

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic Review: The authors reviewed the literature

using traditional sources (e.g., PubMed) and databases

(e.g., ClinicalTrials.gov) to assess the status of leve-

tiracetam (LEV) in clinical trials for Alzheimer’s disease

(AD) and in preclinical studies in animal models. To our

knowledge there have been limited data using pharma-

cokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) modeling in animal

models of AD, which is to inform clinical trials of LEV in

AD patients.

2. Interpretation: Rigorous preclinical drug screening con-

ducted by theModel OrganismDevelopment and Evalua-

tion for Late-Onset Alzheimer’s Disease Preclinical Test-

ing core for LEV treatment in 5XFAD mice revealed non-

linear kinetics, sex differences, and no significant changes

in amyloid deposition or improvements in cognitive func-

tion. However, allometric scaling to the clinical dose

range implicated important PK/PD relationships related

to changes in 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission

tomography and in gene expression. Gene expression dif-

ferences in LEV-treated 5XFAD mice were determined

via the nanoString Mouse AD Panel, and correlated with

human AD gene expression changes in specific brain

regions.

3. Future Directions: Establishing a PK/PD relationship in

preclinical studies may provide better predictions for

informing preclinical to clinical translation relative to

traditional drug screening approaches in animal mod-

els. Furthermore, assessment of LEV in newly developed

LOAD mouse models may align with ongoing clinical tri-

als in AD patient populations that do not demonstrate

seizure activity, or carry early-onset genemutations.

were transported to a colony room adjacent to the behavioral testing

facility.

2.3 Levetiracetam pharmacokinetic studies

In vivo PK sampling for LEV was initially conducted at JAX following

dosing and serial sampling in 6-month aged male and female 5XFAD

mice. LEV (Sigma # L8668-100 mg; Lot # 051M4742V) was dissolved

in sterile saline (vehicle) at a concentration of 10 mg/ml and serially

diluted with saline to produce concentrations of 3 mg/ml and 1 mg/ml.

Six-month aged 5XFAD mice (n = 3 per dose per sex) were dosed 10,

30, and 100mg/kg (10ml/kg dose volume). Serial plasma sampleswere

collected via tail vein prior to dosing and at 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, and 24

hours after dosing. Mice were euthanized at 24 hours at which time

brain cortex tissue was excised, frozen on dry ice, and stored at –80◦C
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until shipped to IU for LEVquantification andPKanalysis of plasmaand

tissue concentrations.

2.4 Levetiracetam quantification

LEV and ECA (Etiracetam) concentrations were determined using liq-

uid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS), with

TMP (Temazepam) as an internal standard, using an Agilent 1290

UHPLC, Eskigent Autosampler, and Sciex 5500 QTRAP. Standard

curves ranged from 0.3-30000 ng/mL for plasma and 0.8–800 ng/g in

brain homogenate. The inter-day precision ranged from 5.3% to 15.4%

for LEV and 10.7% to 17.0% for ECA. The inter-day accuracy ranged

from 88.1% to 108.0% for LEV and 88.4% to 103.0% for ECA. Inter-

day variability was only performed for plasma matrix due to limited

resources of naïve brains.

2.5 Pharmacokinetic modeling

PK parameters were estimated using standard noncompartmental

analysis (NCA) using WinNonlin (Phoenix 64, build 8.0.0.3176). Ter-

minal slopes were automatically calculated using linear regression

with uniform weighting, with visual verification. Area under the curve

(AUC0-t, AUC0-∞) were estimated using the linear trapezoidal/linear

interpolation option. Chronic-dosing plasma and brain concentrations

were predicted using a 2-stage approach by fitting individual LEV

plasma versus time data to a one-compartment model. Models were

evaluated based on visual inspection of fits, residual plots, appro-

priateness of parameter estimates, and Akaike information criterion

metrics.22

2.6 Chronic dosing simulations

Simulations of chronic dosing schedules were conducted using the

deSolve23 package in R (v3.4.3)24 through the RStudio graphical user

interface (v1.1.423) using a first-order absorption, one compartment

model, which was found to best fit the single dose data:

dCp
dt

=
Ag × ka − A × ke

V∕F
(1)

where, Ag, F, V, ka, and ke are the amount of drug in the gut (Ag0 =

Dose), bioavailability, volume of distribution, absorption rate constant,

and elimination rate constant, respectively.

2.7 Brain to plasma ratio

Cerebellum and cortex concentrations of drug in brain were obtained

with the terminal PK time point, and assessed to determine the tissue

to plasma partition coefficient.

2.8 Drug administration for chronic studies

Animals were weighed each morning, and dosed twice daily (BID) for

3 months (7:00–9:00 am and 3:00–5:00 pm) via oral gavage (10 ml/kg

dose volume), where LEV (SelleckChem # S1356, bulk lot # S135602)

was formulated in saline onceweekly, and vials blindedwithA, B, C, and

D (JAX) orBlue, Red, Yellow, andGreen (IU). TheClinical Pharmacology

Analytical Core confirmed stability of drug formulation over a 1-week

period. On each behavioral testing day, the pretreatment time of LEV

dosing was 30 minutes prior to testing. During chronic dosing, animals

were closelymonitored for any indication of toxicology or drug related

side effects. Attrition (n = 13) at JAX occurred equally across all dose

levels and genotypes. For cases outside of dermatitis, necropsy con-

firmed animals showed pathological signs of pneumonia in the lungs.

Attrition (n = 3) at IU was lower, was not specific to a dose level, and

occurred either due to dermatitis or lung puncture during oral gavage.

2.9 Terminal tissue collection

At the conclusion of behavioral testing, terminal CSF, plasma, and

brain tissue were collected under isoflurane anesthesia after a final

dose of LEV with a pretreatment time of 30 minutes. Bioanalyti-

cal analysis was performed by LC-MS/MS and terminal plasma and

right brain hemisphere for confirmatory PK. Transcriptional profiling:

Homogenate from left brain hemisphere was analyzed using a custom

nanoString nCounter® Mouse AD panel that was designed to identify

correlations to changes in gene expression specific to clinical LOAD.

Differential gene expression was determined based on genotype, sex,

and treatment.

2.10 Rigor and reproducibility

All technicians were blinded to genotype and drug dose during study

execution and through data analysis in accordance with the ARRIVE

guidelines.25

3 RESULTS

3.1 Pharmacokinetic study results

Initial PK work conducted on male and female 6-month 5XFAD mice

indicated that LEV exhibited nonlinear clearance, leading to differ-

ences in dose-corrected Cmax and AUC0-∞ , and showed a statistically

significant effect of sex on both apparent volume of distribution and

oral clearance (Table 1, Figure 1A-C). However, these sex-specific dif-

ferences disappeared at the 100 mg/kg dose of LEV (Figure 1C). Mean

half-lifewas 2.7±0.56 hours (Table 1). PKmodeling demonstrated that

minimum therapeutic concentrations of LEV could be maintained in

plasma and brain at doses as low as 10 mg/kg twice daily (Figure 1D).
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TABLE 1 Noncompartmental pharmacokinetics

10mg/kg 30mg/kg 100mg/kg

Female Male Female Male Female Male

Levetiracetam

ke (1/h) 0.30 ± 0.12 0.21 ± 0.03 0.26 ± 0.02 0.25 ± 0.03 0.29 ± 0.07 0.27 ± 0.02

Half-life (h) 2.53 ± 0.84 3.31 ± 0.37 2.72 ± 0.25 2.76 ± 0.30 2.52 ± 0.57 2.54 ± 0.22

Tmax (h) 0.86 ± 0.24 0.85 ± 0.28 0.86 ± 0.29 0.84 ± 0.30 0.51 ± 0.45 0.44 ± 0.14

Cmax (μg/L)a 8.10 ± 1.80 3.50 ± 0.73 16.1 ± 1.23 12.4 ± 1.80 28.7 ± 1.60 35.0 ± 2.35

AUCinf (mg/L/h)a 28.2 ± 5.50 15.1 ± 5.10 59.7 ± 13.4 44.0 ± 14.5 110 ± 9.31 113 ± 9.09

Vd/F (L/kg)a 1.33 ± 0.55 3.45 ± 1.27 2.06 ± 0.61 3.06 ± 1.59 3.37 ± 1.03 3.24 ± 0.02

CL/F (L/h/kg)a 0.36 ± 0.07 0.71 ± 0.20 0.52 ± 0.13 0.75 ± 0.31 0.91 ± 0.08 0.89 ± 0.07

Etiracetam

ke (1/h) 0.23 ± 0.14 0.25 ± 0.24 0.19 ± 0.004 0.19 ± 0.16 0.31 ± 0.15 0.23 ± 0.18

Half-life (h) 3.84 ± 1.91 6.05 ± 6.19 3.68 ± 0.08 5.54 ± 3.89 2.56 ± 1.07 4.43 ± 2.83

Tmax (h) 0.86 ± 0.29 2.36 ± 1.51 1.35 ± 0.56 0.85 ± 0.28 1.03 ± 0.01 0.85 ± 0.28

Cmax (μg/L)a 136 ± 43.4 87.7 ± 9.50 367 ± 103 250 ± 25.8 902 ± 167 559 ± 106

AUCinf (μg/L/h)b 591 ± 209 1256 ± 568 1483 ± 510 1729 ± 489 2847 ± 639 3620 ± 1236

aSignificant differences betweenmales and females and dose levels (P< .05, 2-way ANOVA) after correcting Cmax and AUC for dose.
bSignificant differences between dose levels (P< .05, 2-way ANOVA).

Abbreviations: ANOVA, analysis of variance; AUC, area under the curve.

These data led to the selection of 10, 30, and 56 mg/kg being adminis-

tered via oral gavage BID for the 3-month chronic treatment studies.

Clinically, AD patients demonstrating seizure activity are treated with

between 500 and 1000 mg BID, while MCI patients have been tested

with doses ranging from 62.5 to 125 mg BID, or 220 mg once daily of

the extended release AGB101.26 Provided these doses, and the struc-

tural model (Equation 1, Figure 1B), an allometric comparison was

madewith clinically observed concentrations of LEV (Figure 1E),where

the gray shaded area indicates the range of plasma concentrations of

LEV in clinical studies of MCI patients. These data indicate that only

the trough of the 10mg/kg dose overlapswith this range,while both 30

and 56 mg/kg doses result in plasma concentrations that exceed those

observed in MCI studies, and instead are representative of concentra-

tions observed in patients treated with higher doses of LEV for seizure

activity. Last, comparison of terminal cortical and plasma concentra-

tions of LEVafter 3monthsof twice-daily dosing (measured30minutes

after final dose) shows a linear relationshipwith daily dose,with female

mice showing greater variability than male 5XFAD (Figure 1F). The

brain cortex to plasma concentration ratio of LEVwas 0.53± 0.3.

3.2 Neuroimaging with amyloid and glucose PET

To determine the dynamic range of beta amyloid, 6-month WT and

5XFAD mice were scanned with 18F-AV45 PET/MRI. Significant bind-

ing of the tracer was observed in 5XFAD, but not in WT animals,

yielding a contrast window which was 2-fold between genotypes.

For chronic LEV treatment studies, quantitative analysis of 18F-AV45

PET/MRI uptake in male and female 5XFAD mice was performed as

a function of dose (Figure 2A). Of the 27 regions studied, principal

component analysis (PCA) identified 15 regions that explained 80%

of variance in 18F-AV45 uptake (Figure S1 in supporting information).

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on these regions and

a significant difference in uptake of 18F-AV45 was identified in two

regions, secondary somatosensory cortex (P = .023) and temporal

association cortex (P = .031; Figure 2B,C). This significant difference

was present dependent on sex only at the 10mg/kg dose. Stainingwith

ThioS was performed on brain sections to confirm region-specific dif-

ferences in amyloid deposition (Figure S2 in supporting information)

and no significant differences based upon dose were observed.

Like 18F-AV45, dynamic range of 18F-FDG in the 5XFAD model

was determined in a study of WT and 5XFAD mice,27 and was shown

to be 1.5-fold between genotypes (Figure 3A). Using the same PCA

approach, 12 of the 27 regions studied explained 80% of variance in
18F-FDG uptake (Figure S3 in supporting information). ANOVA per-

formed on these regions identified significant sex by dose interactions

in the agranular insular cortex (P = .045), dysgranular insular cortex (P

= .036), and secondarymotor cortex (P= .043; Figure 3B,C).

3.3 Functional testing

Chronic administration with LEV produced dose-related hyperactivity

in 6-month aged 5XFAD male and female mice relative to vehicle-

treated 5XFAD and vehicle-treated WT controls in the open field as

measured by cumulative distance traveled (Figure 4A). High dose–

treated male 5XFAD traveled a significantly higher distance than

vehicle-treated WT males (P = .03). Chronic administration with LEV
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F IGURE 1 Pharmacokinetic analysis of levetiracetam (LEV) in 6-month aged 5XFADmice reveals significant sex differences. A, Plasma
concentration time profiles of LEV by dose and sex in 5XFADmales and females. B, One-compartment model fit for the 30mg/kg dose. C, Volume
of distribution (V/F) and clearance (CL/F) is shown. CL/F is significantly different in male and female 5XFAD (P= .009) and LEV dose dependent (P
= .049) mice. D, Predicted concentration versus time curves for BID (black) and SID (red) dosing. E, Allometric scaling of each dose in relation to
LEV doses used inMCI clinical trials. Dots are actual measured concentrations on that day (Cmin or Ctrough). Upper part of gray band is long-lasting
ABG101, and lower part of band is steady state concentration for single dose of LEV at 125mg/kg. F, Concentration of LEV in plasma and brain.
While exhibiting a linear relationship, there is more variability in female mice
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F IGURE 2 18F-AV45 imaging. (A) Averagemagnetic resonance imaging (MRI; first column), average positron emission tomography (PET;
second column), average fusedMRI/PET images (third column), and representative Autorad (fourth column) are presented. The top two rows of
images (B6 and 5XFAD) were collected prior to the study. The remaining rows demonstrate all levetiracetam (LEV) treatment groups for the
chronic study. B,C, Standardized uptake value ratio referenced to cerebellum in brain regions in which analysis of variance identified a significant
difference in signal

did not alter the increase in latency of 5XFAD to maintain their bal-

ance on the rotarod relative to WT controls (Figure 4B). Spontaneous

alternation was used to assess working memory. While no effect of

LEV treatment was observed in male 5XFAD mice, differences were

present in female 5XFAD. High dose–treated 5XFAD females per-

formed significantly better than vehicle-treated female 5XFAD (P =

.01; Figure 4C).

3.4 nanoString gene expression profiling

Brain hemispheres were assessed via nanoString for gene expres-

sion differences using a panel based on human AD gene expression

changes.28–32 Linear regression analysis revealed genes that were sig-

nificant at P< .05 for genotype, sex, and/or treatment (Figure 5). Efhd1,

Prickle1, and Sox8 demonstrated significant dose-specific effects,
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F IGURE 3 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) imaging. A, Averagemagnetic resonance imaging (MRI; first column), average positron emission
tomography (PET; second column), average fusedMRI/PET images (third column), and representative AutoRad (fourth column) are presented. The
top two rows of images (B6 and 5XFAD) were collected prior to the study. The remaining rows demonstrate all levetiracetam (LEV) treatment
groups for the chronic study. B,C, Standardized uptake value ratio referenced to cerebellum in brain regions in which analysis of variance identified
a significant difference in signal

though not always in the same direction. Stat3 demonstrated a dose,

sex, and genotype effect (Figure 5A–D).

Data were examined separated by sex and dose levels and expres-

sion compared to previously defined Accelerating Medicines Partner-

ship Program for Alzheimer’s Disease (AMP AD) consensus clusters.28

A positive correlation between gene expression from the mice in

our study with the human consensus cluster demonstrates that the

changes in mice match those in humans. A negative correlation

between gene expression between the mice and the human con-

sensus cluster suggests that opposite changes are occurring, and in

some cases this may be indicative of resilience or a treatment effect.

Overall, the vehicle-treated male and female 5XFAD mice showed

significant positive correlations (P < .05) with human co-expression

modules in Consensus Cluster B that are enriched for immune-related

pathways and Consensus Cluster C modules that are enriched for

neuronal system–related pathways (Figure 5E,F). Importantly, the
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F IGURE 4 Behavioral profiling after chronic treatment of levetiracetam (LEV) in 5XFADmice (10–56mg/kg PO, BID). A, Cumulative distance
traveled across 60minutes in the open field arena for vehicle and LEV dose groups. In male animals, high dose–treated 5XFADmales traversed the
open field significantly more than vehicle-treated wild-type animals. B, The average latency to fall on the rotarod task across vehicle and dose
groups. No significant difference was observed. C, Performance in the spontaneous alternation Y-maze task. No difference was observed inmale
mice. Female 5XFAD showed a dose-related difference in performance, with high dose–treated 5XFAD performing better than vehicle treated
5XFADmice
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F IGURE 5 A–D, Linear regression analysis identified genes that demonstrated significant dose-related changes. Representative examples are
shown here. E,F, Gene expression overlap identified by the nanoString Alzheimer’s disease (AD) panel in male (E) and female (F) levetiracetam
(LEV)-treated 5XFAD and human AD consensus clusters identified in Preuss et al.28
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F IGURE 6 A, Dose level of levetiracetam (LEV) effects in female 5XFADmice that were correlatedwith the superior temporal gyrus (STG) blue
in consensus cluster B. A total of 74 coherent genes are shown between low andmedium doses as there was no longer a significant correlation at
the high dose (top panel). Significant Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways are also shown (bottom panel). B, Dose level of
LEV effects in male 5XFAD that were correlated with STG blue. There were 89 genes that were positively correlated with the low dose of LEV. C,
Dose level of LEV effects in male 5XFAD that were correlated with inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) brown in consensus cluster C.While vehicle-treated
mice showed a significant correlation in gene expression changes, this disappeared at the low dose andwas anti-correlated for bothmedium and
high doses of LEV. There were 60 coherent genes associated with themedium and high doses (top panel). Significant KEGG pathways are also
shown (bottom panel). D, Female 5XFAD showed a similar pattern in the IFG region in gene expression asmale 5XFAD. A total of 129 coherent
genes were identified betweenmedium and high doses of LEV (top panel). Significant KEGG pathways are also shown (bottom panel)

significant positive correlation with immune function disappeared in

a dose-dependent manner, with the highest dose indicating there was

no longer a significant correlation. The loss of correlation is indicative

that humanmodule-relevant neuroinflammation is no longerpresent in

the LEV-treated 5XFAD. As confirmation, we performed IBA1 staining

in brain sections of mice across all dose levels (Figure S4 in support-

ing information). The same pattern of dose-dependent changes also

occurred in the neuronal system, in which the significant correlation

disappeared or became anti-correlated in a dose-dependent manner

(Figure 5).

Further analyses identified the genes that were driving these sig-

nificant correlations in each consensus cluster, and functional analysis

was performed to determine whether the same Kyoto Encyclopedia

of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways were enriched across dose

levels (Figure 6). For treatment-related effects that significantly corre-

latedwith the superior temporal gyrus (STG) bluemodule inConsensus
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TABLE 2 Observed pharmacokinetics of levetiracetam after 3-month chronic PO dosing BID

Plasma ng/mL (time= 0 h)

(Mean± SD)

Plasma ng/mL (time= 0.5 h)

(Mean± SD)

Cortex ng/g (time= 0.5 h)

(Mean± SD)

Female Male Female Male Female Male

Levetiracetam

0mg/kg <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ

10mg/kg 2.50± 3.7 3.6± 6.9 6324.4± 2631.8 7617.6± 1843.7 2503.2± 537.9 2741.1± 851.6

30mg/kg 13.8± 12.7 8.2± 9.3 21049.8± 4090.8 26263.8± 13758.7 10742.6± 4092.9 11821.0± 5109.9

56mg/kg 10.4± 7.2 26.9± 21.8 33797.6± 6081.8 40161.1± 14832.5 20281.2± 5048.1 21694.3± 4038.3

Etiracetam

0mg/kg <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ

10mg/kg <LOQ <LOQ 39.3± 18.1 45.0± 8.4 23.0± 14.8 24.9± 15.1

30mg/kg <LOQ <LOQ 143.9± 34.8 138.8± 41.6 73.1± 35.3 90.6± 50.9

56mg/kg <LOQ <LOQ 237.8± 44.7 239.8± 52.5 150.1± 63.7 182.3± 65.0

Note: Plasma LOQ= 0.3 ng/mL; Cortex LOQ= 0.8 ng/mL.

Abbreviations: ANOVA, analysis of variance; AUC, area under the curve; BID, twice daily; LOQ, limits of quantification; PO, bymoth; SD, standard deviation.

Cluster B, 74 coherent genes were identified between the low and

medium dose in females (Figure 6A). These genes included previously

associated risk genes such as Trem2. Gene expression was enriched for

KEGG pathways relevant to leukocyte transendothelial migration and

osteoclast differentiation (Figure 6A). There was no significant corre-

lation with this module at the 56 mg/kg dose. In male 5XFAD, there

were 89 positively correlated (Figure 6B) and 55 negatively correlated

genes with 10 mg/kg dose. Positively correlated genes were similar to

those identified in females such as Trem2 and Plcg2, and were enriched

in KEGG pathways relevant to osteoclast differentiation and regula-

tion of actin (Figure 6B). Negatively correlated genes such as Axlwere

enriched in the KEGG pathway relevant to tight junctions. Correla-

tion with the STG module was no longer significant at both the 30 and

56mg/kg doses.

Significant positive correlations (P < .05) also occurred in Consen-

sus Cluster C, within the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) brown module

in a dose-related manner (Figure 5E). Vehicle-treated male 5XFAD

showed a significant positive correlation (P < .05) in gene expression

changes, which were absent after treatment with 10 mg/kg and was

anti-correlated for both 30 and 56 mg/kg dose of LEV. Comparison of

coherent genes between 30 and 56 mg/kg dose-identified genes such

asMap3k9 andCacng8 (Figure 6C). Overall, the KEGGpathways repre-

sented neurodegeneration, AD and calcium signaling, consistent with

the mechanism of action of LEV.33 Female 5XFAD showed a similar

pattern in this region in both gene expression and overlap with KEGG

pathways (Figure 6D), but were anti-correlated at 30 and 56 mg/kg

doses.

4 DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this study is the first to report on the PK/PD rela-

tionship of LEV in the 5XFAD transgenic mouse model of AD. Sex

differences were observed across all facets of the PK study, with Cmax,

AUC0-∞ , Vd/F, and CL/F showing the greatest effects. This led to the

selection of 56 mg/kg as the high dose for the chronic dosing study, as

modeling of the 100 mg/kg dose predicted significant toxicity at Cmax

and large peak to trough concentrations. Comparison of predicted

plasma concentrations with those observed after doses used in clini-

cal trials with MCI patients confirmed that both the 30 and 56 mg/kg

doses were above the proposed efficacious range (Figure 1E, Table 2).

However, as the 5XFAD is an aggressive model of amyloidosis carry-

ing early-onset ADmutations and demonstrates seizure activity, these

higher doses were evaluated as the plasma concentrations are more in

line with those used in clinical treatment of seizure activity.34,35 Based

on the current study, and the PK/PDmodeling conducted, future stud-

ies would benefit from investigation in mouse models with less severe

overexpression of amyloid that may be more in line with physiologic

levels. Moreover, our data also suggest that drug doses between 1 and

30mg/kg would more closely align to plasma concentrations observed

in clinical trials withMCI subjects.

Neuroimaging using 18F-AV45 showed minimal differences in amy-

loid deposition across LEVdose relative to vehicle treatment (Figure2).

Based on the proposed mechanism of action of LEV as a neuromodula-

tor of synaptic transmission,1,7 these results were not surprising, and

suggest that earlier treatment and longer duration with LEV may be

required to accomplish this outcome, and are consistent with a num-

ber of preclinical studies that have used LEV in amyloid models.14,16,36

Functional testing revealed dose-dependent increases in hyperactiv-

ity (Figure 4), which may be indicative of potential side effect profile

of LEV. However, given the therapeutic index for the dose range based

on PK/PD and in consideration of the allometric scaling data, the dose

range for side effects relative to the efficacious dose range may not be

amajor concern.

The correlation and anti-correlation of gene expression changes

across doses of LEV in the mice to two human AMP AD consensus

clusters was promising (Figure 5). Dose-dependent changes in gene

expression relevant to the neuronal Consensus Cluster C, and over-
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lap with KEGG pathways specific to synaptic signaling are consistent

with the hypothesizedmechanism of action of LEV.7 This suggests that

the drug was modulating appropriate pathways, and it may be possible

that starting earlier and longer treatment duration would enhance and

strengthen this effect long enough for synaptic remodeling to occur.16

While it was expected that gene expression would be significantly

correlated in the vehicle-treated 5XFAD in the immune Consensus

Cluster B, there was a loss of this correlation with increased LEV dos-

ing in both male and female treated animals. These data are consistent

with recent work that showed that treatment with LEV in aged hAPP

mice prevented aberrant microglia gene expression.36 The authors

suggest that epileptiform activity observed in this model influences

microglia directly, and that the reduction of themicroglial gene TREM2

exacerbates this activity. This is consistent with the known regula-

tion of phagocytosis via TREM2-activation of PLCG2,20,21 whichwould

result in impaired amyloid clearance in this model.

While the comparisonbetweenmouseandhuman transcriptomics is

limited due to comparison ofmouse brain hemisphere rather thanwith

specific brain regions in the human, there were still significant correla-

tions with LEV dose. When paired with the result of regional 18F-FDG

PET, ’analogous’ mouse brain regions to that of humans (STG and IFG)

showed significant differences in brain glycolysis. Interestingly, these

significant differences were observed in secondary motor cortex, con-

sistent with reports of motor hyperactivity observed in open field

and spontaneous alternation,37 and was further exacerbated with LEV

treatment in our study (Figure 4).

There are some caveats to this work worth noting. The 5XFAD

mouse is not ideal, and exhibits early and severe amyloidosis, epilep-

tiform seizures which are not fully penetrant, and lacks other critical

AD features.Despite this, LEVdid showsignificant dose-specific differ-

ences in glycolysis, and gene expression changes suggesting potential

efficacy using a precision medicine approach focused on specific

patient populations. Plasma concentrations observed in the current

study at the middle and higher doses were above blood levels shown

to be effective in human clinical trials in MCI and early-onset AD

patients. Although the higher two doses administered in the present

study resulted in blood levels in excess of the clinical effectiveness

range, the lowest dose was effective at altering metabolism, and gene

expression consistentwith clinical studies. Basedon this, future studies

would benefit from lower dose levels, and testing in a non-transgenic

LOADmodel, which wouldmore closely align the primary pathology to

patient subtypes.

Overall, the present findings implicate thepotential of LEV for treat-

ment of AD for patients with impaired brain glycolysis and gene

expression changes determined with treatment. These gene expres-

sion changes overlapped with specific brain region differences in

humans and occurred in disease-relevant pathways. The results also

highlight the importance of considering sex differences in pharmacoki-

netics and across all outcomemeasures.
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